


In 1961, Buckminster Fuller 
created the World Game as an 
entertaining way to engage 
players in solving the planet’s 
problems.

WORLD GAME ORIGINS

Presenter Notes:
Unfortunately, the original World Game was limited to school gyms and corporate retreat centers. Itʼs time for an upgrade.



Presenter Notes:
Welcome to World Game 2.0



World Game (WG) 2.0 is a
multi-platform, continuous game 
that uses everyday technology to 
spark social change. 

Presenter Notes:
Fuller’s geodesic Dome launches alongside the 2012 Olympic Village in London, attracting the global audience to game for a better world. The best and brightest Youth Ambassadors from 192 countries 
congregate in London while online players participate from home. After launch, WG 2.0 resolutions percolate through an ongoing, multi-platform gamification layer to the real world. 

More Detail:
Fundamentally, WG 2.0 is an umbrella design that helps all boats rise. Our objective is to interconnect and empower existing corporate/org/individual initiatives. 



HOW WG 2.0 TRANSFORMS EVERYDAY ACTIONS INTO SOCIAL CHANGE

Youth Ambassadors 
rally community 
support

Social data is weighted and filtered 
through a WG 2.0 algorithm

WG 2.0 projects data visualizations 
mapping player progress onto the 
walls of the London Dome and online 
via the World Clock

Presenter Notes: 

We live in the age of information. 
90% of the world’s data is from the last 2 years. 
A collective 16 years is spent playing Angry Birds each day. 

World Game 2.0 harnesses social data (tweets, likes, views, points...) by filtering it through a WG algorithm. The WG algorithm powers data visualizations on the walls of the Dome as well as the World 
Clock leaderboard. These real time data visualizations track social sentiment, showing WG players how seemingly small actions play out on a grand scale. 



Presenter Notes: 
The World Clock uses social data and World Indexes (e.g. CIA World Fact Book) to track progress. Similarly to the way Bloomberg made financial data accessible, the World Clock shows WG Players 
how their everyday actions affect the big picture. This knowledge informs perspective, which influences future actions. 

Additionally, the WG algorithm is at the heart of an open data set that can be exported to any platform. (Data visualizations, World Clock, CNN ticker, mobile applications, user-specific applications e.g. 
how buying fair trade affects personal Environmental  Performance Index).



BECOMING A YOUTH
AMBASSADOR

Anna applies
She rallies “Likes” 
on Facebook for 

solar energy

“Likes” are 
aggregated in

WG  2.0 algorithm

Data visualization in 
online World Clock 

leaderboard

High performance 
makes Anna a Youth 
Ambassador of the 
WG Class of 2012

Presenter Notes:
Potential Youth Ambassadors ages 17-21 each have a pressing community issue that needs resolution. They earn their way to the London Dome by galvanizing community support and rallying 
Facebook Likes, Tweets, Video Views and Check-Ins around their causes. This social data is aggregated and measured in the online World Clock leaderboard to identify the highest performers. Two of 
the best and brightest youth from each country are chosen to play at WG 2.0 in London. Online communities cheer Youth Ambassadors all the way to the Dome. 



Jamal resolves to 
provide clean 

drinking water for 
his village

From London, he 
rallies real time 
audience Tweets

Unilever donates
1 Pure-It for every 

100 Tweets

Bono re-tweets 
Unilever’s pledge, 

inducing more 
tweets

1,000 people in 
Jamal’s village have 
clean drinking water

PLAYING WORLD GAME 2.0 
IN LONDON

Presenter Notes
At the London Launch, Youth Ambassadors play in real time with online communities in order to enact their resolutions in the real world. Their progress is measured by the World Clock leaderboard. As 
players hit certain milestones, brand support is unlocked.



Han returns home 
from London WG 2.0

He has pledged to 
rebuild 100 homes 
in Fukushima by 

2014 

As part of WG 2.0, 
UPS has partnered 
with Angry Birds to 

provide disaster 
relief

When Han’s 
supporters play 

Angry Birds, high 
scores trigger UPS 
free shipping for 
building supplies.

Han builds 100 
homes in Fukushima

ACHIEVING
LONG TERM
GOALS

Presenter Notes:
After the London Launch, Youth Ambassadors of the Class of 2012 and online players have 18 months to achieve their resolutions before the next generation of World Game at the 2014 World Cup. 
Audiences interact with branded content to drive support for World Game resolutions. In response to audience activity, brands swoop into the heart of the drama bearing mentorship and resources for 
Youth Ambassador resolutions. 



Enter the world stage by launching in sync 
with the Summer 2012 Olympics in London.

Presenter Notes:

World Game 2.0 leverages the existing Summer 2012 Olympic audience of 4 billion+ viewers by launching alongside Olympic Village in London. Multi-platform gamification also reaches audiences via 
social networks and casual games, engaging them to participate from home. 

This online activity enriches the virtual and real world with social change long after the summer launch, mobilizing resolutions and effective gameplay all the way through the next generation of WG at the 
Brazil 2014 World Cup.



Youth Ambassadors, 
mentors, performers, 
and world leaders unite

Presenter Notes:
World renowned speakers, performers, and mentors who have positively impacted the world educate and empower Youth Ambassadors. After launch, these remarkable individuals continue to have a 
guiding presence in WG 2.0 trasmedia. 



DAY 2  Live Action GameplayDAY 1  Journey though History DAY 3  Simulating the Future

Day 1: Past
Youth Ambassadors start from the ‘70‘s energy crisis up to now in order to understand why we’re here, and what we can learn from history in order to evolve. Identifying patterns in history help 
Ambassadors understand how to cope with the problems of the present.

Day 2: Present
Youth Ambassadors hone resolutions for social change, focusing on health, policy and natural resources. The World Clock measures their progress throughout. 
Strategize local and global solutions. 
Exercise crisis management and conflict resolution. 
Live action game play includes interacting with sensor-driven floor maps, touchscreen walls, and engaging branded support and large-scale online social gaming. 

Day 3: Future
Youth Ambassadors digest lessons from the last two days. They incorporate technology and innovation in plans for the immediate future in preparation for their return home.
Simulations answer the question: “what would the world look like if everyone lived like X,” displaying the costs/benefits of everyday actions to scale.
Strengthen strategic gaming, team building, and learn about how the WG network will help them fulfill their resolution.



Online player action produces data 
visualizations in the London Dome.

Presenter Notes: 

The global audience games in real time to help Youth Ambassadors achieve their goals. User data is weighted and processed with a WG 2.0 algorithm, producing beautiful data visualizations on the 
interior touchscreen walls of the London Dome. As user actions approach sustainability, data points rise upwards. 

Online players add a social element to WG 2.0 that feeds and monitors the World Clock leaderboard. 



Youth Ambassadors return home 
with knowledge of the challenges 
they face and equipped with the 
tools they need to succeed.



Presenter Notes:
After launch, transmedia extends Ambassador resolutions across social networks, mobile devices and the real world. Brands and individual players innovate applications that utilize the WG 2.0 open 
data set (e.g. an application reads barcodes and pulls on Environmental Performance Indexes to generate a “Green Rating” that informs purchases). 



Presenter Notes:
Branded Applications Yield Fulfilling Rewards





Welcome to World Game.

Presenter Notes:

World Game website showcases progress.





Presenter Notes:
Ambassadors share their stories with the world via iReport. In response to audience activity, brands swoop into the heart of the drama bearing mentorship and resources. Audiences interact with branded content to drive support for World 
Game 2.0 resolutions.



Presenter Notes:
CNN programmers utilize the user-driven World Game 2.0 data set to select which Ambassador stories to cover. 



Presenter Notes:

CNN WG 2.0 Series highlights challenges and successes of remarkable Youth Ambassadors.



KENYA LIFE EXPECTANCY UP TWO MONTHS TO 60.3 YRS - JAMAL AKPUNKU,  UNITED KINGDOM POLLUTION DOWN 2% TO 65.8 EPI

Presenter Notes:
World Clock ticker highlights progress and calls out names of key individuals on national television.



Ability to own, shape and develop content 
Immediate and long term content platform
Global awareness, branding and distribution

OBJECTIVES

World Game is Self-Generating

Drives social innovation
Keeps brands relevant
Spontaneous, player-driven evolution
Aligns brands and consumers in the fight for a better future
Consumers and corporations play on the same team for our collective future.
We all autonomously innovate game content while playing.
As a result, world events and new technologies update the game... spontaneously.



The one game we canʼt afford to lose.



The one game we can’t afford to lose.


